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from other nations, thus boosting its colonial popula- tion. By the English had established dominance in North America,
having defeated France and Spain .

The Spanish settlements were interested in protecting their shipments of silver and gold to avoid competition
with other European powers. In , Francis sent out another man with a voyage to explore the coast of these
lands. Elliott, John Huxtable. Catholic was the dominant religion in the Spanish colonies. They founded most
colonies in the east of the U. However, Spain, England, and France governments had some similarities on how
they treated their colonies in North America. References; Deutsch, Karl Wolfgang. Massachusetts and
Puritans were allowed to form restrictive and autocratic leadership. On the other hand, English colonialists
enjoyed some freedom. They knew this would allow them to establish long-term relations with the Native
Americans and the Indians Elliott,  Their settlers crossed the Atlantic Ocean for different reasons, and the
governments used different approaches in their colonies Elliott,  They established large farms, mines, and big
cities. However, their primary objective was to stamp their authority in North America. Therefore, the British,
Spanish, French colonies had several differences and similarities. Both the colonialists were interested in
controlling the new World and imposing their authority. Both of them had Catholic religion which they
worshiped. A, and many Caribbean islands. Crown sponsored conquests established the first colonies.
However, they allowed tolerance in their colonies. However, they did not encourage freedom of religion.
Princeton University Press,  Besides, they thought that the colonies lacked authority and introduced their
systems of government. The French, Spanish, and English had many advances and drawbacks during this
period. The majority of the English colonies were non-Catholics. The English were one of the most important
colonizers of the Americas, and really had a rivalry against the Spanish. The English and French colonies were
densely populated, and the citizens were more civilized. They later spread to other coastal towns along the
Atlantic Ocean. England also allowed immigrants from others states or colonies to North America. The French
first colonies were established as trading posts. They tried to establish many colonies through North America,
but failed, due to weather, disease and warfare between them and European powers.


